What this means is that we think that feedforward excitation provides the orientation preference of V1 neurons, sure the dynamics of orientation tuning of single neurons in the V1 cortex of macaque monkeys. Based but that cortico-cortical inhibitory interactions within the V1 network are needed to make some V1 neurons highly on our dynamics results, we propose that a V1 cell's orientation selectivity is generated mainly by both selective for orientation. grating pattern has a sharp peak at one temporal phase The motivation and rationale for our experiments and dips to zero spikes/s at the opposite temporal came from considering different models or theories for phase. Such nonlinear behavior depends on stimulus contrast: at very low stimulus contrast, the LGN cells' minimum firing rate may not go down as low as zero
for the orientation selectivity of the mean spike rate, which in the normal (warm) cortex is as selective as the F1 component of the spike rate. As we described above, spikes/s. But at most stimulus contrasts used in experithe mean input current from the LGN to cortical cells is ments on cortex (that is, contrast Ͼ 0.1), the LGN cells' very weakly tuned for orientation. Therefore, the feedforfiring rate will hit zero on the downswing. This clipping ward contribution to mean spike rate ought also to be of the spike rate at zero spikes/s makes the LGN cells weakly tuned. The F1 and mean have different tuning act like nonlinear excitatory subunits as inputs to their functions in the feedforward model because of the LGN cortical targets (Palmer and Davis, 1981 ; Tolhurst and spike threshold and the resulting clipping of the spike Dean, 1990; Shapley, 1994) . Since the HW model simply rate (see above). adds up the LGN sources, its summation of the clipped What remains for theory and experiment to explain is LGN inputs may cause it to have a nonzero response how the cortical network produces the neurons in V1 that at 90Њ from the optimal orientation. In fact, depending have a mean firing rate highly selective for orientation. on choice of neuronal spike threshold, the HW model can predict that the total number of spikes elicited by a drifting grating stimulus (or a bar stimulus) is the same
Models with Cortical Inhibition and Excitation
There is a well-known addendum to the HW model that at 90Њ as at 0Њ, though the spikes would be more spread out in time at 90Њ (Sompolinsky and Shapley, 1997;  would increase the orientation selectivity greatly. One can obtain increased orientation selectivity by adding Troyer et al., 1998). Computational simulations of feedforward models with estimates of LGN convergent input inhibition that is more broadly tuned for orientation than excitation: either push-pull inhibition (Palmer and Davis, derived from the work of Reid and Alonso (1995) (2000) is that it provides a mechanism (1999). for diversity in orientation selectivity; as discussed below, the observed diversity of orientation selectivity in Cortical Orientation Dynamics V1 is striking.
In an attempt to provide data to test models of orientaOthers have suggested that cortico-cortical excitatory tion selectivity, we used a reverse correlation method interactions play a crucial role in orientation selectivity. width is a local measure of selectivity around the peak can estimate whether the effect of one of the oriented of the tuning curve. patterns is greater or less than that of the blank pattern.
The shape of the orientation tuning curve R(,) If the probability of producing a spike by a pattern of changes with time, , and this dynamic behavior has a orientation is greater than that of a blank, we view that number of important properties that are revealed in Figas evidence that a pattern of orientation produces net ure 4 for two representative V1 neurons. The black excitation, while if the probability of producing a spike curves are graphs of R(, ) at the time offset peak when by a pattern of orientation is less than that of a blank, the orientation modulation depth A() reaches its maxiwe take this as an indication of inhibition. Specifically, mum value. The red and blue curves are graphs of R(,) we take R(,) ϭ log[p(,)/p(Blank,)]. If the probability at the two times bracketing peak at which A ϭ 0.5* A peak ; that angle evokes a spike is greater than that of a the red curve is at the development time dev , the earlier blank screen, then the sign of R is ϩ. If the probability of the two times when the modulation depth first rises that angle evokes a spike is less than that of a blank from 0 to 0.5* A peak ; and the blue curve is at the declining screen, then the sign of R is Ϫ. If all angles evoke a time dec when the response has declined back from A peak response above what a blank does, then R() will have to 0.5*A peak . One striking feature of these curves is that a positive value for all . A visual neuron equally well the dynamic tuning curve at the earlier time, R(, dev ), excited by stimuli of all orientation angles would prohas a large positive pedestal of response, a sign of duce a constant, positive R().
global excitation early in the response. This is just what We can estimate several useful features of the tuning one might predict from the analysis of feedforward modcurve R(,), as shown in Figure 3 . These include (1), els (see Figure 1) , if indeed the earliest response measurthe preferred orientation angle that elicits the biggest able were predominantly feedforward excitation. But response, pref , and its magnitude R max () ϭ R( pref ,); (2), then, as the response evolves in time, the maximum the orientation angle and magnitude of the minimum value of R(,) at the preferred orientation grows only a response, min , and R min () ϭ R( min ,); (3), the angle orthogonal to pref , denoted ortho , and its magnitude little, while the responses at nonpreferred orientations age, V1 cells tend to respond to all orientations early in the response. Another important feature of the data is the sharp downward change in time course of R( min ,) and R( ortho ,) before A() reaches its peak value. Eventudecline substantially. Thus, Figure 4 demonstrates that ally, both R( min ,) and R( ortho ,) decline to negative valthe maximum orientation modulation depth occurs at a ues, meaning that later in the response orientations far time when inhibition has suppressed nonpreferred refrom the preferred orientation are suppressive, not excitsponses. Because such inhibition suppresses all reatory. sponses far from the preferred orientation, we infer that Another way to study the possible role of inhibition in this is global (untuned) inhibition. It is also reasonable to selectivity is to measure the natural variation in selectivinfer that tuned excitation near the preferred orientation ity and in suppression across the population of neurons counteracts the global inhibition to maintain the peak and to calculate whether there is a correlation between value of R(, ). While this kind of evidence for global them. In Figure 6 , a global measure of selectivity, A( peak ), inhibition is apparent in most V1 neurons we studied, a is plotted against a measure of suppression, R min ( dec ) ϭ significant fraction of the cells exhibited a different kind of inhibition, as shown in responses of the cell illustrated in the lower panel of Figure 4 . For this cell, at dec the tuning curve R(, dec ) has the shape of a "Mexican hat," meaning that R( min , dec ) is less than R( ortho , dec ). We interpret this to mean that there is also tuned inhibition in such neurons; that is, inhibition that does not extend out to orientations far from the preferred. Both the hypothesized inhibitions, global and tuned, would have to be relatively rapid in time course to have the effects on the tuning curve seen in Figure 4 at the time of peak selectivity.
While bandwidth often has been the focus of interest in previous research, it is rather the global shape of the tuning curve at all orientations that differentiates between different theoretical mechanisms. Therefore, we studied R( min ,), R( ortho ,), and the modulation depth A() in a population of V1 neurons, because these features of the dynamical tuning curves are related to the overall shape of the tuning curve and lead to insight about the role of inhibition in the time evolution of orien- R( min , dec ). This latter measure is used because it appears to be related to the strength of suppression from neuron to neuron, based on empirical observation. While there is a wide variation in both modulation depth, A( peak ), and in the measure of inhibition, R min ( dec ), there is a strikingly strong negative correlation between A( peak ) and R min ( dec ). This means that neurons that are highly selective [high values of A( peak )] tend to exhibit strong inhibition [more negative values of R min ( dec .)].
The results about the population averages in Figure  5 , and about the distribution of A peak and R min across the V1 population in Figure 6 , support our hypothesis that there is a global mechanism of suppression that is rapid and that it contributes to the modulation depth of orientation selectivity at the peak time. This was also illustrated in the graphs of R(, ) in Figure 4 . These results could be explained with a theory in which feedforward excitation drives the early weakly-selective response, and then, with a very short delay, relatively rapid intracortical inhibition reduces the response at all orientations, acting like a global suppression. Additionally, in some macaque V1 neurons (like the one illustrated in 
Suppression and Selectivity
In the experiments discussed in the preceding section, the stimulus was suppressive. The method and a schematic representation of the results are represented in we did reverse correlation on a stimulus set of sine gratings with fixed spatial frequency but varying orienta- (1997b) , we calculated the Natural variation of selectivity and suppression can be studied in these experiments. What is interesting probability of getting a spike from a particular Ͻspatial frequency, orientationϾ stimulus pair. Then we calcuabout the results across the V1 population is that suppression is seen at off-peak orientations and also at lated a response using a formula that resembles the expression used before for the orientation dynamics lower-than-peak spatial frequencies (blue regions close to the origin in Figure 8B ). The suppression that is obexperiments; thus, R(,,) ϭ log{p(,,)/p(baseline,)}, where is spatial frequency and the orientation angle, served in these experiments probably is caused by the same process as in the orientation dynamics experiand, as before, is time delay between stimulus and spike. In this study, we only analyzed the reverse correlaments discussed just above. We divided the V1 population into a group that had a maximal suppression that tion at peak , the time of maximal response. The (noisy, approximately zero) responses to high spatial frequenexceeded a criterion of four times the standard deviation of the noise in the response and another group with less cies above the cell's resolution limit provided a baseline so we could observe activation and suppression. When than that criterion amount of suppression. The group that received significant suppression we labeled as S, R is positive, we infer that the Ͻspatial frequency, orientationϾ stimulus pair was excitatory. But if R is negative, while the group with suppression below criterion we suppression with the steady-state CV, illustrated in Figure 8B . Again, the neurons in the S group have much lower CV than the S cells, meaning that they are, as a group, more highly selective for steady-state stimuli as well as for the dynamical stimuli that were used to classify the neurons.
Diversity of Orientation Selectivity for Steady-State Stimuli
The results of dynamics experiments led us to re-examine steady-state orientation selectivity with the same global measures we used for the orientation dynamics. We found new evidence for the diversity of orientation selectivity and also further evidence for the importance of inhibition in causing high orientation selectivity.
Bandwidth and Circular Variance
There are different ways to measure orientation selectivity, and they can tell us about different aspects of orien- population of steady-state orientation tuning curves, we used circular variance, the measure introduced above that is used in circular statistics (Mardia, 1972). CV is called S. There was a remarkably strong linkage between whether a cell was in the S or S group and its affected by wide-angle responses, unlike the bandwidth measure. Therefore, CV reveals aspects of orientation orientation selectivity, as shown in Figure 8A The cells' data are distributed almost uniformly on the interval Ͻ0,1Ͼ. This means that V1 is almost as diverse orientation selectivity, {R( ortho ,)/R( pref ,)} (Ringach et al.,  2002b) . Therefore, there must also be a strong (negative) as possible in its CV. The lower panel of Figure 9 shows the distribution of bandwidth for this same population. correlation between CV and A, the modulation depth of the tuning curve defined above as log{R( pref ,) /R( min ,)}.
There is a spread of bandwidths, but it is difficult to appreciate from this graph how diverse the cells are All the cells in the S group, the cells showing off-peak suppression, had low to moderate CV in the Ͻspatial from the bandwidth distribution. It is worth mentioning that the bandwidth data are similar to those reported in frequency, orientationϾ experiment. But the cells in the S group had high circular variance, meaning weak selecearlier studies by Schiller et al. (1976) and DeValois et al. (1982) . Bandwidth and circular variance do not always tivity. Therefore, there is a strong association between the presence of suppression in the Ͻspatial frequency, go together. This is illustrated in Figure 10 , where one sees examples of diverse orientation tuning curves from orientationϾ experiment and orientation selectivity. But there is a further correlation. The steady-state orientathe V1 population. The neuron whose tuning curve is illustrated in Figure 10A is an example of a narrowtion tuning curve also was measured in these same neurons, with drifting gratings at the optimal spatial and bandwidth neuron with low CV. The cell in Figure 10B also has a small bandwidth, but its CV is fairly high temporal frequency, for a duration of 4 s at high contrast (the Rayleigh contrast was 0.8). One can also calculate because it responds to all orientations. Note that in all the graphs of Figure 10 the dashed horizontal line is the the CV of the steady-state responses for cells in the two groups determined from their response characteristics spontaneous spike rate measured when the stimulus is a blank screen held at the mean luminance of the from the dynamics experiments, the S and S groups. It is interesting that there is a similar correlation of dynamic patterned stimuli. Thus, elevation of the spike rate above causes net suppression because the orthogonal spike the dashed line means net excitation, while reduction of the response below the dashed line means that visual stimulation was net inhibitory. The neuron in Figure 10C exhibits such inhibition at orientations far from the preferred orientation and thereby has a much smaller CV than the companion neuron in Figure 10D , which has the same bandwidth but elevated responses at all orientations.
Inhibition in Steady-State Tuning Curves
The reduction of a steady-state response below spontaneous levels far from the preferred orientation is another marker of cortical inhibition in orientation selectivity. This phenomenon was noticed and illustrated originally by DeValois et al. (1982) . However, the significance of this result was previously hard to appreciate because one did not know if this was an isolated or a common observation. their dynamic experiments. We believe that they did not described above (Ringach et al., 2002a, 2003) .
observe the bandwidth changes that we documented in macaque V1 ( 
